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FEI CAMPUS NOW ONLINE
Certified learning from the FEI anywhere, anytime
The FEI has today launched FEI Campus, a unique, fully responsive and free e-learning
gateway expected to become the virtual reference point for millions of equestrian
professionals and fans globally. FEI Campus is an FEI Solidarity project.
Initiated in 2014 by former FEI President HRH Princess Haya in order to harmonise,
facilitate and modernise the education of officials, FEI Campus content has been carefully
crafted by equestrian experts in order provide a flexible learning system for all courses
and modules which do not require face-to-face and on site/practical interaction.
FEI Campus also includes invaluable horse training and stable management tips for
general fans and enthusiasts thereby extending the “education of officials” remit to a
central resource for the whole community with content approved by professionals and
experts.
One of the key goals of this important development tool is to make it less expensive for
current and future FEI officials from across the world to get education, meaning that they
will be able to follow courses without the costs of travelling and accommodation. Although
FEI Campus cannot replace practical courses, it will also help reduce education costs for
our National Federations.
The FEI is launching the platform with Jumping and Vaulting related material for Officials,
and up-to-the-minute, wide-ranging horsemanship information catering to the rapidly
growing international equestrian community, which now includes over 41,000

international

athletes, 7,500 officials and 750 million fans around the world.

This is just the beginning for FEI Campus, which will be constantly enriched with new
content and over time will completely modernise the education of Officials, as well as
becoming a central hub for the millions of horse fans, with relevant educative content
around horsemanship and horse care.
For

any

questions

and

feedback

please

send

an

email

to

campus@fei.org.

The FEI UPDATE and supporting documents are available on the FEI UPDATE Library on the FEI
website.

